HOW SPECIAL FX® SERVES YOU
Special FX® Lighting has been providing high quality custom manufactured permanent color products
and solutions to the lighting industry since 1984. Our award winning products are manufactured to the
highest standards. Major manufacturers, designers and specifiers give Special FX® their highest grade for
quality, consistency and on-time delivery. Our products were invented by us and are constantly improved.
We provide our customers with what they want: fast, expert, cost-effective products and services.
Our superior customer service ensures that your company will have instant access to all aspects of your
order. Although we deal with large and exacting color orders, Special FX® has retained a personal business
flavor. We’re easy to do business with, and we want to provide you with what you want, when you want it.
Our products are custom manufactured to your specification. In order for us to provide you with pricing,
we request the following information: fixture, wattage, beamspread, application, color and quantity. We
will then prepare a written quotation based on the most cost-effective product we can warranty. We have
tested our products on hundreds of lighting fixtures, and retain this information in an extensive data base.
In many cases your application many already have a color solution. If not, we offer complimentary testing
of your supplied fixture in our facility to determine the most cost effective permanent color warranty
solution. In the event that product evaluation samples are required, we can provide them to you at little
or no additional cost. Special FX warranties all tested products on fixtures that have not been modified
from the quoted specification. General turn around time, based on project and quantity, is two to five
weeks from receipt of your purchase order. Lead time for supplied substrates is two to five weeks from
receipt of substrate.
Special FX® can match any standard theatrical media color, or we can match your provided sample. Color
temperature adjustments can be made to your Kelvin specifications. UV block coating is available.
Diffusion in various types and intensities can be added to any color on any FX® product.
Special FX® can apply color to the following substrates:
•heat strengthened glass
•tempered glass
•lighting glassware and plasticware (globes, domes, jelly jars, carriage lights, etc.)
•polycarbonate tubes and sheets
•acrylic cylinders and panels
•light bulbs
•sign lamps
We also offer metal fabrication for lensholders and standoffs
At Special FX® we are committed to helping you create your unique vision in permanent, stunning color
in the most practical and economical manner possible. Contact us for all your permanent color needs.
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